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Abstract 

An RF control systei of the HIKAC synchrotron has 
been constructed. In this control systei we have adopted 
a dicftal t&ed back systei vied a digital synthesizer 
(DS). Coablnini a high power systei. performance of the 
control systei have been tested in a factory (Toshiba) 
*ith a simulator circuit of the synchrotron oscillation. 
Following this test, te had beai acceleration test with 
this control systei at TARN-II In INS (Institute for 
Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo). This Paper 
describes the RF control systei and Its tested results. 

Introduction 

HIKAC is a heavy ion accelerator facility dedicated 
to the aedicsj use, especially for the clinical treat-
•ent of tuiors. The Ion species required for the clini
cal treatment range froi *He to *°Ar. The required ben 
energy is froi IO0NeV/u to 600 MeV/u. This maximum 
energy is determined so that the silicon Ions can 
penetrate into a human body with a depth of about 30c». 
A laxiiui beai intensity is determined to finish one Ir
radiation within a short tiie. ahich is 10**PPP for 
helium beai. There Is also a requirement of lov Inten
sity beai of 10'ppp froi counter experiment. The KIHAC 
synchrotron has been designed to satisfy these require
ments. In table 1 major parameters of this synchrotron 
are listed. The characteristic requirements for the BF 
acceleration systei of this synchrotron are followlngs. 

1) fide RF range (froi lHHz to 8MHz). 
2) fide beai Intensity range between 10'ppp and 

I()llppp in the synchrotron. 
To control ride acceleration frequency stably ilth lov 
FH noise, a digital control systei with a digital 

synthesizer (Stanford Telecommunication, STEL-1375a) has 
been adopted for the HlHAC RF control system (See Fig.I) 
. Beam lonitors of position (AR) and phase (Av*), 
which can be used with vide beai intensity range, have 
been developed also. This Act monitor must have fast 
response to use for A # feedback loop which damp the 
synchrotron oscillation, ffe have checked the Ay* feed
back loop mlth the developed simulator circuit In a fac
tory. In the test with the simulator, we found that the 
A 0 feedback loop could damp the simulated synchrotron 
oscillation of frequency up to 6kHz. This result is good 
enough, because the imxlmui frequency Is 4kHz in the 
HIMAC synchrotron. As a next step of the test, we have 
tried to accelerate the beai by use of the developed KF 
control system. 

Ttble 1 
Parameters of the HINAC synchrotron 

Bees species He2» to ar'B* 
Injection enerrr 0 KeV/u 
Moaentua spread of 

the injected beat <±0.3» 
B (injectlon/aaxiiua) .1/1.5 I 
Field raap 2 T/sec 
Repetition rate 0.5 - 1.5 Hz 
Kaxiaua beai enercy 800Kev7u 
Beai intensity ranze 10 7 ppp -loll ppp 
Circuiference 129.6 • 
Transition 7 3.67 
Karaonlc nuaber 4 
Frequency range 1 - 8 NHz 
Fllllnc factor 0.8 
Peak voltage <11 kV (at INHi) 
Synchrotron frequency 1 - 4 kHz 
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Fig. I Block diagram of the RF system 
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Pattern generation 

The pattern aeaory devices are designed to generate 
the patterns of an accelerating frequency, an accelerat
ing voltage, a ferrite bias current, a bias of beta 
position, and an accelerating voltage correction. 
In the coKputer of aan-Hchffle Interface, data points of 
the patterns are given by the foraula firstly and can be 
corrected after by the operator. These pattern data are 
sent to the coiputer (RF coiputer) which control ac
celeration systei directly. The data size of one pattern 
•ust be less than l?6k lords. For each kind of pattern 
there are two aeiory units. One aeiory unit Is used to 
control each device, and the another aeiory unit Is used 
to change the pattern data fn it. Ilth these two 
aeiorles the pattern data can be changed without stop of 
the systea. This sake systei tuning easy. 

To output the pattern data froa the aeaory to the 
control devices, two kinds of pulses are used to change 
the pointer address. One is clock pulse of 50 kHz O'
clock) and the another is the pulse of increment (or 
decrement) of the dfpole aagnetlc field (B-c]ock). One 
pulse of the B*-clock (B"-cIock) corresponds to 0.2 
Gauss Increment (decreient). To generate the pattern 
data tlth these clocks, pattern aeaories are divided 
into folloving three regions. 

1) reglon-1 
T-clock is used to generate the pattern data, 
vhlch deterilne the pattern In the flat base. 

2) reglon-2 
B-clock Is used to generate the pattern of the 
accelerating period. 

3) region-3 
T-clock Is used again to generate the pattern in 
the flat top. 

An event pulse of the beai capture starts to advance 
the pattern aeiory address of reglon-1 with T-clock. To 
start the beai acceleration, an event pulse changes the 
T-clock to B-clock and Juip to the aeaory address In 
re*ion-2 there the output frequency data la saie as the 
last data In the aeaory region-1. To stop the beta ac
celeration In the flat top, an event pulse of the flat 
top chances the aeaory address to the first address of 
the region-3. If there is difference between the last 
output data and the data of the head address in 

region-3, the output value Is aoved to the data of the 
head address with one bit step. This function sake the 
change of the output value siooth and is liportant not 
to loss the beat. 

Beaa lonltors 

The electrostatic pick-up beai sonltors of position 
(AH) and phase (Av*) have been developed, which are 
described in the other paper1'. In the following only 
specific features are listed: 

1) The developed aonltors can be used at the lowest 
besi intensity of the HiMAC synchrotron (10'ppp), 
and the output errors of the A 9* and AR 
•onitors are ±3 deg. and ±3aa with the lowest 
beai intensity, respectively. The aonitor gains 
can be selected froi OdB to lOOdB with lOdB step. 

2) Response of the both wonitors are fast enough to 
use for the feed back loops. The delay tlaes of 
A Y * and A S aonltors for step function are 7#s 
and ZOus, respectively. 

Digital control circuit 

To control the aide range accelerating frequency 
stably, we have adopted the digital control circuit 
which la shown In Fig.2. The AB and A £ analog sig
nals are converted to digital data every 2jus with 
eleven bits (+ sign bit) AOCs which are located near the 
rf cavity together with the beai aonitor electronics. 
One bit corresponds to 2.4iV (0.052aa in the A K aonltor 
and 0.087* in the A 0 aonitor). In the control aodule, 
the AR digital data is biased firstly to control the 
beai center at optliui position. Then the start-stop 
function of the feed back with tiae constant of about 
100/£s are followed. The AR and the Ay* data are added 
after adjustments of a proportional loop gain in the A 
# feed back, and proportional and integral loop gains 
In the A S feed back. This sua data Is further added to 
the frequency pattern data froa the aeaory aodule. The 
data of tienty bits is used to drive the DS, and one bit 
corresponds to 10Hz. Clock frequency of lOHHz is used 
for the digital processing, and tiie delay between 
digitizing the analog data (AR and Ay*} and driving 
the DS ilth ne* data Is Zfts. 

) li»»t"' 

j tllHOInilUQl 

Fit.2 DitlUI control circuit 
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Fig.3 Calculated open loop transfer function of A 4 
feed back loop. Qlfafn, X,'phase. 

feedback on 

Fis.4 Daapinc teat ot the synchrotron oscillation with 
A<> feed back with the aimlator circuit. The test tere 
perforsed with synchrotron oscillation frequencies of a) 
4kHz, b) 6kHz, tnd c) 7kHz. The Input slanal voltage tt 
a first FET amplifier Is 4sY(p-p) snd f rf=UHz. 

Test of the feed tick loop with the simulator circuit 

To check the effectiveness of the A 4* feed back 
loop, an open loop transfer function has been calcu
lated, in this calculation response delays of the fol
lowing parts have been considered. 

1) lua io the A 9* beaa aonitar. 
2) I/is and 2.Us for the digitizing the analos data 

and the digital processing respectively. 
3) 1.5tfS In the OS. 
4) 1.5MS In the RF cavity. 

The calculated result with the critical duping condi
tion fs shorn in Fig.3. Fros this result the response of 
the A Y * feed back Is fast enough to duip the 
synchrotron oscillation of 4kHz. which is aaxls.ua 
frequency In HIMAC synchrotron. 

Flf.5. Outputs of the beaa aonitors. Upper trace Is the 
beaa Intensity, ilddle trace Is AR, and lower trace is 
A 0 In each picture. Stremth of the A Y * feed back 
loop Is a) critical daipins b) five ttiea of a). Fig.5-
c) shows a corresponding field pattern of the dipole 
•agnet. The acceleration period was 4.46 sec. 
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To test the A** feed back loop further, we have 
used a newly developed simulator which Is a circuit to 
generated the synchrotron like oscillation. It has the 
siiilar transfer function as the synchrotron oscilla
tion. The test was perfoned with the condition that 
frf-l NHz and f B (frequency of the synchrotron 
oscillation) = 4, 6, and 7kHz. As shorn in Flf.4, the 
feed back loop could daip the oscillation of 6kHz 
quickly. Froi these results, it is clear that the Av* 
feed back loop has fast response which is food enough 
for our purpose, because the maximum frequency of the 
synchrotron oscillation Is 4 kHz. 

Test of beai acceleration 

If there is a large phase juap then the accelerating 
frequency Is swept, the accelerated beat will be lost. 
To aake sure that there is no large phase juap in our 
DS, we have performed the beta test. To do the beai test 
at TARH-ll, we have Joined our BF control systea 
(coiputer, tiling generator, leiory aodule, digital low 
level electronics, digital synthesizer, beai ipnitor 
electronics) with the RF systei of TARN-1I2>•3>. In this 
beai test, we could not prepare our B-cIock generator of 
0.2 Gauss clock. Though the B clock of TARN-iI is gen
erated every 1 Gauss increaent of the dipole lagnetic 
field, this B-clock was used in the beam test. To see 
the effect of the corresponding frequency step in the 
beaa acceleration, we have tried to accelerate the besi 
without the filter which sioothes the step function in 
the analog HF control systei of TARN-II. Though there 
existed a clear effect of the step function, the beai 
could be accelerated, le have decided to use the 1 Gauss 
clock for our digital control systea, which has no ele-
aent to siooth the frequency step in this digital sys
tei. 

Firstly In the beaa test, we have adjusted the posi
tion bias in the AR feedback loop. If the adjustment 
mas not correct, the beai was lost when the AR feed
back loop was turned on. The next step was to adjust the 
strength of the feedback loop on AR and A(*. As the 
beai intensity was low, the low pass filter of IkHz was 
inserted In the AR position aonltor. Froi this fact the 
strength of the AR feedback loop has been set at weak 
value. About the Av* feedback, the strength of the 
critical damping condition was not enough. As shown in 
Fig.5, the best strength of the A 4* feedback loop was 
about five tlies stronger than the strength of the 
critical daiping condition at the flat base. 

Conclusion 

le have constructed the RF control systei with the 
digital synthesizer. The Ay* feed back loop has been 
checked successfully wUh the sJiuJator circuit in the 
factory, in the beai test, we could accelerate the He*** 
beai froi lOKeV/u to 160MeV/u. These energies correspond 
to the acceleration frequencies of 1.1 MHz and 4.0 MHz. 
respectively. The tuning of the control systei was very 
siiple and easy to succeed In the beai acceleration. 
This is the characteristic feature of the digital con
trol systei and fiportant in the Medical accelerator. 
The acceleration efficiency was about 55X. The possible 
reasons of the beai loss are; 

1) The low beai intensity which lakes large noise 
in the beai monitors, which Is due to white 
noise In the FET of the first amplifier. 

2) The RF noise whose effect was enlarged with the 
low beai Intensity. 

3) The B-clock step of 1 Gauss which lakes the 
longitudinal beai eiittance growth. (In the 
analog aystei, we can use the filter to siooth 
this B-clock step.) 

/•proving these things with the longer beaa monitor 

electrode and the B-clock step of 0.2 Gauss in the HIMAC 
RF systea. It will be possible to accelerate the beai 
without large beai loss. 
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